USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10001.28

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CEO_Tucker says:
::In Main Engineering working on propulsion systems::

FCO_Steve says:
::checking console readouts after taking over from previous ship::

Gabriel says:
:: walking in the fields... ::

OPS_Jude says:
:: at OPS console, working on repairs from the first volley of attack and working on getting the computer systems to 100 percent + capacity ::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Continues his scans of Randis I::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: walks a couple feet away from his command chair ::

MO_Tran says:
::In sickbay looking over a PADD::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Goes to the MO::

CSO_Jerah says:
::just waking up from her nap under a tree::

XO_Modane says:
:: in his chair reading a PADD ::

CO_Rikerson says:
TO: Beam me directly to the science lab

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: we have been working for awhile now, do you have any ideas?

TO_Wolfgar says:
CO: Roger, sir.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE STRANGE ENERGY PULSES FROM RANDIS I CONTINUE AND SEEM TO BE RECEIVED BY RANDIS II

CO_Rikerson says:
TO: Energize when ready

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Has the CO beamed to the science lab

MO_Tran says:
::Moves over to the console and scans the planet for a possible cure::

FCO_Steve says:
::scans SCI sensors for any anomalies::

Gabriel says:
:: passes trough a field of lava, ice and grass...::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Paces back and forth, waiting for the CO to arrive::

MO_Tran says:
CMO: I have a theory.... Now, I'm searching for evidence.

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: feels the transporter take him off the Geneva  and onto the planet ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Please, Enlighten me

FCO_Steve says:
::notices that the energy pulses continue to radiate from Randis I::

CSO_Jerah says:
::sits up and stretches::

TO_Wolfgar says:
*MO*: Sending you my results of my scan of Randis I it might help you find a solution, sir.

MO_Tran says:
CMO: I'll have the results in a second.  I'll call when I'm ready. ::Smiles::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Sends the MO the results of his scan of Randis I::

MO_Tran says:
*TO*: Thank you sir.

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Can you locate the origin of the energy pulse?

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: looks around as the transporter fades off ::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Sees him materialize in the corner of the room, and walks over:: CO: Welcome, Captain Rikerson.

OPS_Jude says:
*CMO*: If I can help you with any data analysis please let me know - In the meantime I'll be working on getting your systems in the best shape possible

MO_Tran says:
::Looks over the results and her eyes widen with surprise::

CSO_Jerah says:
::thirsty...gets up and walks to the riverbank::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Checking now sir ::scans for origin of pulses on Randis I::

CO_Rikerson says:
@Dr. Jones/Dr. Joran: Doctor. Doctor

MO_Tran says:
*TO*: Can you please send me the scan results of Randis II?

XO_Modane says:
*CEO*: How are the repairs coming Chief?

CEO_Tucker says:
::Gets Impulse back up::

TO_Wolfgar says:
*MO*: Will do sir.

SO_Shras says:
:: begins to climb the volcano side...::

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: Very nice to meet you in person. ::arriving from the other room::

CEO_Tucker says:
*XO*: Just brought Main Impulse back on line sir.  Still working on warp drive>

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Sends the MO all the scans of Randis II::

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Jones: And I you.

MO_Tran says:
*TO*: Thank you.

EO_Omaley says:
::continues repairs::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Continues his scans of Randis I & II::

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: walks towards Dr. Jones ::

MO_Tran says:
::Looks over the results of Randis II and compares it with Randis I::  Self: Yes...I think I've got it.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Begins working with the EO on warp drive::

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Doctor!!! I've got something!

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE FREQUENCY OF THE ENERGY PULSES APPEARS TO BE INCREASING..... SOMETHING THE SCIENTISTS WERE AWARE OF BUT DID NOT UNDERSTAND

SO_Shras says:
:: the climb gets harder and harder, up the side of the volcano, finishing in a near vertical ascent....::

FCO_Steve says:
::waiting for scan results of Randis I::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: yes what?

CSO_Jerah says:
::bends down by the river and takes water up in her hand to drink::

TO_Wolfgar says:
XO: The energy pulses seem to be increasing sir.

Dr_Joran says:
@::Walks back to his station, and notices that the pulses are beginning to increase again::

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: You have noticed that I've been running a set of experiments regarding with the expansion of lifespan.. but, something went terribly wrong...

XO_Modane says:
TO: Does it present any danger to the ship?

FCO_Steve says:
XO:: The pulses seem to be increasing in frequency, still trying to locate their origin

OPS_Jude says:
XO: I'm working hard here to try to figure out exactly what's going on, will keep trying sir, but I keep running into walls.

TO_Wolfgar says:
XO: At this time no sir.

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Take a look at these readings, Randis I, the planet itself, seems to be aging at a very rapid pace...

Host Bob_AGM says:
THERE SEEMS TO BE SOME SORT OF DEFINITE CHANGE OCCURRING TO THE TWO PLANETS

CSO_Jerah says:
::the water is cool and refreshing::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Move us up into a higher orbit.

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Jones: Really? What's the problem?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Looks at the readings::

MO_Tran says:
CMO: While the readings from Randis II indicate that it is rapidly DE-aging.

TO_Wolfgar says:
XO: Working on maintaining our shields at optimal efficiency, sir.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Begins repairing the matter/antimatter injectors::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir ::begins to increase the orbit of the Geneva around Randis II::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: And Randis I is aging....

SO_Shras says:
:: after what appeared to be an eternity, Shras finally passes over a gigantic chunk of solid lava and puts its feet on the top of the volcano....::

Dr_Joran says:
@Jones: Doctor... it's happening again. Except the phenomenon is more intense this time.

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Since we were orbiting Randis II when the CSO, SO and CTO started de-aging, when we orbit Randis I they should begin to age again...

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: From our analysis ...we have come to the conclusion that the energy coming between Randis I and II is becoming erratic...

Dr_Joran says:
@::Doesn't look up from his console::

CSO_Jerah says:
::gets up and pulls up the long tunic she is wearing above her knees::

TO_Wolfgar says:
XO: Sir according to my scans there is a change occurring between the planets, sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: turns towards Joran, then back to Jones ::

XO_Modane says:
OPS: Launch a science probe towards Randis I.

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Wait, we should go to where the affect would be neutral..

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Makes sure shields are at full strength::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::looks at the Readings::

FCO_Steve says:
::keeps an eye on the pulses as they start to become irregular::

FCO_Steve says:
::prepares to move the Geneva at short notice::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE CAPTAIN STARTS TO NOTICE THAT SOMETHING IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THE SCIENTISTS ON THE PLANET

SO_Shras says:
:: on the far side of the top stands a stranger looking away in the same direction as him, thus turning it's back to him, vultures, the Vulcan type, turning far over it...::

CSO_Jerah says:
::steps into the river and splashes her feet in it::

CO_Rikerson says:
@Dr. Jones: The energy between the planets is become erratic?  How?

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: That would be here between the two planets

OPS_Jude says:
::Launches probe toward the planet::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: What is the location of the energy pulse?

Dr_Jones says:
@Joran: Any changes?

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Feeds the FCO the changes. Report from scans on the energy pulses::

OPS_Jude says:
XO: Probe launched, sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: notices changes in the appearances of the scientists ::

FCO_Steve says:
::checks propulsion systems and see that they have impulse only at this time:: *CEO*: How much longer before we have warp drive online, sir

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: We do not understand anymore... ::lost in his thoughts::

SO_Shras says:
:: the stranger is wearing a cloak, black in the first look but always appearing in different colors each looks...::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Haven't pin-pointed it yet, sir

Dr_Joran says:
@::Looks up:: Jones: The frequency of the pulses is increasing, quite rapidly, sir...

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Maintains an eye on the scans of both Randis I & II::

CEO_Tucker says:
*FCO*: I'm not really sure... We just started on diagnostics.

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Yes...we should inform the bridge.

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Status report.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: The MO and I have a theory that will probably work.

CSO_Jerah says:
::walks down one edge of the bank and continues till she stops at a small pool::

Dr_Jones says:
@::feels funny for a second::

OPS_Jude says:
*CMO*: Enlighten the bridge as to this idea!

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Continues his scans of both planets::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Has a strange feeling move through his body, but shakes it off::

FCO_Steve says:
*CEO*: I just want to have the old girl ready to leave in a hurry if we need to

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: As he thinks of the changes while listening, I realize the change. They appear to be changing::

XO_Modane says:
:: gives a sharp looks at OPS and frowns ::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Stares absently down at his console::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: what is your theory?

MO_Tran says:
::Continues to look over the results::

TO_Wolfgar says:
*MO*: Sending you an updated scan of both planets sir.  ::Sends the updated scans to the MO::

Dr_Jones says:
CO: ::holds on a minute to think:: I'm sorry, what was I saying?

CEO_Tucker says:
*FCO*: I understand.  So do I.  ::Grins::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Has another odd feeling, stronger this time... winces in pain::

CSO_Jerah says:
::the pool is still and she can see fish and other small water creatures moving about in it::

OPS_Jude says:
:: Begins making headway with the computer systems and increasing the efficiency of the computer systems by 5.6 percent.  Starts to move towards the status units to be sure to they keep their stability until the problem is resolved::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: here around the orbit of Randis II There was a de-aging affect. Now The MO has showed me some reading which indicates Randis I might be aging rapidly well, if we get between the two planets and get hit by another pulse, the affect might be neutral and return the ages of the CTO, SO and CSO, Sir

MO_Tran says:
*TO*: Thank you very much sir.

TO_Wolfgar says:
*MO*: Your welcome sir.

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: And if something goes wrong?

Dr_Joran says:
@::Suddenly feels very tired, but tries to focus on the situation at hand::

SO_Shras says:
:: The stranger starts to talk :: So you finally came! :: the voice is known but to whom is it? ::

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Jones: Um . . .. Doctor, I have noticed that, since I got here, both you and Dr. Joran have aged.

MO_Tran says:
::Looks over the new scans::

CSO_Jerah says:
::as she bends over more, her reflection shows in the water...she is surprised to see herself looking younger::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: Then, something goes wrong, but I am positive it will work, sir

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: Excuse me Captain...please speak up...

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: realized he has meant they have been aging all along::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: I can't risk the whole crew, and the ship on your hypothesis.  I will go out in a shuttle.

Dr_Joran says:
@::Struggles with his words:: CO: That's ridiculous, Captain... we - we... ::Loses his train of thought::

MO_Tran says:
::Sees that the Randis II could be...draining energy from Randis I::

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Jones: :: speaks louder :: You And Dr. Joran Have Been Aging

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Please transfer the stasis tubes into a cargo shuttle.

Dr_Joran says:
@::Stands up, very slowly, and hobbles over to another station::

MO_Tran says:
::Overhears the conversation with the XO::  CMO: Tell him if he does go, he should wear a bio-suit just in case.

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: Begging? I am sorry but I don't beg...::grins::

SO_Shras says:
Stranger: Who are you, do I know you? Do you know me?

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Can you triangulate the exact co-ordinates?

Dr_Jones says:
@::starts to feel tired::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Struggles to keep his eyes open::

SO_Shras says:
<Stranger> Shras: If I know you? I know you better than you do!

CO_Rikerson says:
@ :: taps his Comm Badge :: Com : Geneva : Rikerson to Geneva.

XO_Modane says:
COM: CO: Go ahead sir.

Dr_Joran says:
@::Looks around, disoriented::

CSO_Jerah says:
::she gazes at her own reflection, amazed for a while...how can this be::

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: Excuse me.... ::pointing to CO:: Who are you?

Dr_Joran says:
@::Turns to Jones:: Jones: What - where am I?

MO_Tran says:
::Goes into the rooms with the stasis chambers::

CO_Rikerson says:
Com: XO: Num. 1, see if you can download the information from the science labs computers into ours.

Dr_Joran says:
@::Looks from the CO to Jones, confused::

XO_Modane says:
COM: CO: Aye. :; nods to OPS ::

SO_Shras says:
Stranger: You did not answer to the question, who are you?

CSO_Jerah says:
::suddenly, a huge shadow passes over head...she looks up and sees an eagle type creature flying above::

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Jones/Dr. Joran: I am here to help you.  I would like to take you to my ship.

SO_Shras says:
<Stranger> Shras: Who I am is not important :: turns himself and reveals its face ::

MO_Tran says:
::Monitors the progress of the CSO, SO, and CTO::

OPS_Jude says:
::Attempting to download the info::

CSO_Jerah says:
::very large wings...passing just in front of the two suns::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Runs a diagnostic on warp drive::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Stares at the man:: CO: Your ship? What are you talking about?

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: TO: Lt. JG Asmodeius, three to transport up.

SO_Shras says:
Stranger: Ambassador Melvek! What are you doing here?

Dr_Joran says:
@CO: Transport? No! We can't leave... can't... who did you say you were?

OPS_Jude says:
XO: Download successful.

Dr_Jones says:
@CO: What ever you said.... ::not really understanding what is happening....mind getting clogged::

CO_Rikerson says:
@ Dr. Joran: Don't worry.

XO_Modane says:
:: nods to OPS ::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Leans over Jude's shoulder::  Jude:  Whatcha doing?

CSO_Jerah says:
::she watches as it appears to be circling around just above her...and coming down closer::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Shuts eyes tightly, trying to marshal his thoughts::

XO_Modane says:
OPS: You have the bridge.

XO_Modane says:
:: leaves for the shuttle bay ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: I request to join you

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Request denied.

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: I do not want to put others into unnecessary risk.

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: I am not who you think I am, and we are not on any planet in the universe....

OPS_Jude says:
::Aye, sir. ::

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: Geneva: Geneva, three to transport up, quickly.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: You might need my med skills, and I cannot let you put your self into danger, sir

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: Actually you are, well inside your head...

FCO_Steve says:
XO: It appears to be a planet wide dissipation of energy, no specific area, as if the life is being sucked out of it, sir

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I order you to stay in sick bay.

MO_Tran says:
::Looks at CMO and frowns::  CMO: He should allow you to come, who knows how they're going to act when they are awakened...

Host Ens_Qualand says:
Jude:  ::taps him on the shoulder::  I said.. "Whatcha doing?"

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Beams the co plus two up::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: Let alone with the CTO, SO, CSO...If something happens to you, then who will get them back, sir

OPS_Jude says:
::Sits down in the big chair, begins to tap the controls and get system updates ::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: the Computer will.

XO_Modane says:
:: enters shuttle bay ::

CSO_Jerah says:
::the eagle creature swoops down closely now and she can see it clearly...it is quite huge::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Are the stasis tubes loaded?

CO_Rikerson says:
@ :: feels transporters take him ::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Waves hand in front of Jude::  Jude:  Hey are you even awake?!

OPS_Jude says:
Ens: Ensign, hello.  Yes, I am.  May I ask, WHO are you?

Dr_Joran says:
@::Is transported out of the lab, and materializes on the Geneva::

Dr_Jones says:
@::is out for the count while transporting::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: This is the safety of Crews, I can and will override your orders, if you endanger them

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Stands up sharply and salutes::  Jude:  I'm Ensign Qualand.. Gotta run

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Are you interpreting regulations for me doctor?

OPS_Jude says:
ENS: Excuse me, ensign.. One moment.

MO_Tran says:
::Is surprised at the CMO's response::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Makes a dash for the Turbolift, enters and doors close immediately::

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: And your mind is using your memory images to represent certain aspects of you....

CO_Rikerson says:
@:: materializes onto the Geneva, in the Transporter room ::

OPS_Jude says:
ENS: Where are you supposed to be?

OPS_Jude says:
SO: Can you follow the ensign, please?

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: I believe I am, Doctors prerogative, sir

XO_Modane says:
:: enters a shuttle ::

Dr_Joran says:
@::Stands on the transporter pad, breathing heavily, and utterly disoriented::

Dr_Jones says:
::materializes and falls to the floor inert::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE THREE AFFECTED OFFICERS WHO ARE CURRENTLY IN STASIS BEGIN TO CHANGE

Dr_Joran says:
@::Collapses on the pad, mumbling incoherently to no one in particular::

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: You are in a way dreaming about all this and me...

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Continues his scans of both planets::

CO_Rikerson says:
Transporter operator: Operator, transport us to Sickbay.

Dr_Joran says:
::Falls unconscious::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: Request denied.

Host Bob_AGM says:
THEY ARE NO LONGER DE-AGING

MO_Tran says:
::Monitors the CSO, SO, and CTO from sickbay::

CSO_Jerah says:
::it finally lands itself on the grass::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Enters Sickbay and to no one in particular::  Now this is Interesting....

CO_Rikerson says:
<Transport Operator> CO: Aye, sir.

OPS_Jude says:
*ENS*: Ensign Qualand, respond.

CO_Rikerson says:
Operator: Energize.

MO_Tran says:
Self: Huh?

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: Your mind wants you to know something about yourself...

Dr_Joran says:
::Out cold, lying motionless on the transporter pad::

SO_Shras says:
Melvek: but what, can it just tell me?

OPS_Jude says:
*ENS*: Ensign, RESPOND.

Host Ens_Qualand says:
*Jude*: No...

CSO_Jerah says:
::she looks unafraid at the eagle creature...it is staring right at her with intelligent eyes::

CO_Rikerson says:
<Transporter Operator> :: presses the buttons needed and hits the energize button to send them to Sickbay ::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::walks among the biobeds, poking the occasional patient and just being nosey::

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: Your mind cannot directly communicate with you. It must take ways you are not used to...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::stands in sickbay and notices the Ens::

OPS_Jude says:
TO: Can you please go to Ensign Qualand and bring him back to the bridge?

TO_Wolfgar says:
OPS: Yes sir.

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Uhh, sir, They've stopped de-aging, but they are still not back to their normal age.  ::Sees the Ensign in sickbay poking patients::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Ens: What are you doing to my patients??!!!

OPS_Jude says:
TO: We'll monitor your station.  ::Moves to the tactical station::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: the transporter kicks back in and the scene changes to Sickbay ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::activates a laser scalpel::

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: What are you waiting for doctor?

OPS_Jude says:
*CMO*: we are sending a security officer to your location.

Host Ens_Qualand says:
Immolisius: Poking them... ::Keeps going::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Heads to the turbo lift::

OPS_Jude says:
TO: One more thing..

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek>: Shras: So here I am, the Vulcan Ambassador, friend of your mother, representing in some ways your logic...

OPS_Jude says:
TO: Use force if necessary.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::tackles the Ens::

TO_Wolfgar says:
OPS: Yes' sir.

MO_Tran says:
Qualand: May I ask...why are you poking them?

Dr_Joran says:
::Materializes in Sickbay, still unconscious::

Host Ens_Qualand says:
::Qualand Disappears in a flash of white light::

TO_Wolfgar says:
OPS: Will do sir.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: materializes in Sickbay ::

MO_Tran says:
::Sees Dr. Joran materialize in sickbay::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Hits the floor::

SO_Shras says:
Melvek: and what is the message you are bringing me?

TO_Wolfgar says:
Computer: Location of Ens. Qualand.

MO_Tran says:
::takes a hypo off the table and runs over to the Doctor::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: turns around to the scientists ::

Host Quath says:
::Sits down next to Jerah::  Jerah: Its a big bird don't you think?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: kneels down ::

MO_Tran says:
::Notices the CO materializing next to the doctor:: CO: Sir, what happened?

Dr_Joran says:
::Is still breathing, barely::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Continues work on warp drive::

OPS_Jude says:
*Quath*: Hello?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::gets up before the CO can notice him::

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: Because I am a representation of your mind and not really a Vulcan I cannot tell it directly, you will have to think about it for some time...

CSO_Jerah says:
::she hears a voice speaking to her::

CO_Rikerson says:
MO: I was talking to them in the labs and I noticed they were aging.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: May I help you?

Dr_Jones says:
::opens an eye::

MO_Tran says:
CO: Aging...and our three crewmembers were de-aging....

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: For quite some time you have been ignoring yourself, your true self, and that should stop...

Host Quath says:
::Extends hand to Jerah::  Jerah:  Hi, I'm Quath.

XO_Modane says:
:: gets out of the shuttle and heads to sick bay ::

CNS_Lee says:
::enters sickbay looking for scientists::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Help Dr. Jones.

Dr_Jones says:
Anyone: Where am I?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: points to Jones ::

MO_Tran says:
::uses a hypo on Doctor Jones::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Wonders if he should shove the Dr into a stasis unit::

OPS_Jude says:
::Yells out to anyone who will listen:: QUATH, WHO ARE YOU?  What do you WANT and WHAT are you doing on the GENEVA?

Dr_Jones says:
Self: I feel week..

Dr_Joran says:
::Eyes flutter open::

CO_Rikerson says:
MO: It's strange

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Prepare another stasis Unit.

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: Yes?... ::she turns around and sees the hand extended to her::

MO_Tran says:
::Scans him with a tricorder:: CMO: He's aging at the same rate that our crewmembers were de-aging...1 day a minute.

Dr_Joran says:
::Weakly:: Where... where am I? ::Sees the MO:: MO: Who are you?

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: ...hello... who are you?

CNS_Lee says:
::looks around and sees Dr. Jones::

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Make sure they remember as little as possible.

Host Quath says:
Jerah:  I'm Quath.. It’s a pretty bird.

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: Of the Geneva that is

Dr_Joran says:
::Tries to sit up, but finds it too painful, and lies back down::

XO_Modane says:
:: decides to head for the bridge ::

MO_Tran says:
Dr_Joran: A doctor on the Geneva.  Do you know what's happening to you?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: What?

XO_Modane says:
:: enters the bridge ::

OPS_Jude says:
XO: Bridge is yours, sir.

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: Yes, it is beautiful...I know your name now, but who are you...what are you doing here?

SO_Shras says:
<Melvek> Shras: You are many more than one..... You are like this place...

OPS_Jude says:
::moves back to ops console::

XO_Modane says:
:: heads for his seat :: FCO: Any ideas ?

MO_Tran says:
::Turns around and notices the Ensign is no longer there...::

Dr_Joran says:
MO: Geneva... I don't... understand. My memory, it's not what it used to be...

Host Quath says:
Jerah:  Looking at the bird...

CO_Rikerson says:
CMO: I want them to remember what the insides of the Geneva looks like.

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Prepare a Stasis Unit

Dr_Joran says:
::Examines his surroundings:: MO: Is this a hospital?

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Aye sir.  ::Looks back at Dr. Joran and wonders.....::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: goes to Joran ::

MO_Tran says:
::Goes into another room and prepares stasis chamber 4 with the same parameters as the other three::

CO_Rikerson says:
Dr. Joran: Doctor, it's going to be OK

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Gets a Hypo and sedates Dr. Joran::

Dr_Joran says:
::Sees the CO:: CO: You look familiar... have I met you before? ::Coughs::

Host Quath says:
Jerah:  You know.. You should really wake up and help.

Dr_Jones says:
Self: The pain...AHHHHHHH..... The pain.... Can’t take it anymore...

Dr_Joran says:
::Is sedated, and falls unconscious again::

MO_Tran says:
::Walks over to the CMO:: CMO: The stasis chamber is ready.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, There might be a Q aboard the ship, or something like that......

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: Oh...what?...wake up! But I am not sleeping...what do you mean?

SO_Shras says:
Melvek: What? :: looks at the Vulcan fading, but the vultures keep turning in the sky but now they are over Shras ::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Still working on the warp drive::

Host Quath says:
Jerah:  Sleeping.. Stasis... What's the difference.. You are staring at a bird.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Puts Joran in the stasis Unite::

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: Stasis?...::she looks around herself:: This is not stasis and I am fully awake. In fact, I feel more awake now than I have in a long time.

OPS_Jude says:
*CSO*: Can you ask the Q to please talk with me?

Host Quath says:
Jerah:  Stasis... Trust me... I'll wake you up.

CSO_Jerah says:
::the eagle creature flaps its wings loudly and looks at her with the intelligent eyes again::

Host Quath says:
::The Bird and Quath disappear and Jerah starts to wake up from stasis::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: Possible Q aboard the ship, and the CTO, CSO, and SO are rapidly aging, sir!

FCO_Steve says:
XO: I think we should wait until the energy flow reverses and Randis I is receiving and not giving before we enter the pulse.

CSO_Jerah says:
Quath: But no, .... I don't...

XO_Modane says:
FCO: We will fly into the energy wave and try to disrupt this aging process.

XO_Modane says:
*CMO*: We are flying into the wave.

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir, on your command

MO_Tran says:
::Goes back into the room with the stasis units and monitors their progress::

OPS_Jude says:
::Fiddles desperately to increase power to the shields ::

Host Q says:
::Appears on the Bridge::

Host Q says:
All:: Looking for me?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::wishes he could knock the Q dead::

OPS_Jude says:
Q: Q!

XO_Modane says:
:: grabs a phaser ::

XO_Modane says:
Q: You!

CSO_Jerah says:
::the eagle flies off quickly and all about her everything is fuzzy::

OPS_Jude says:
XO: That won't do any good.

FCO_Steve says:
::begins preparing the Geneva to enter the pulse again, this time a little more prepared::

OPS_Jude says:
Q: What did you want, good friend??

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Grabs his phaser too::

Host Q says:
Jude:  I wanted to know what you were doing.. but you ignored me.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::thinks::

SO_Shras says:
:: sits at the top of the volcano and looks all around himself ::

CSO_Jerah says:
::her eyes open slowly::

OPS_Jude says:
Q: I am sorry, I don’t know who you were.  Forgive my humanity

CMO_Immolisius says:
::yells:: Q: We need to speak!!

MO_Tran says:
::Sees that all four are aging::

Host Q says:
::Brings the CMO to the bridge in a flash::

Host Q says:
Immolisius: Yes Doctor.. You YELLED!!!!!!!

CMO_Immolisius says:
::looks around ::what the....

OPS_Jude says:
XO: Sir, I think Q could be doing this to the planets/our crew..

CMO_Immolisius says:
Q; I believe you possess the power to cure the CTO, CSO, and SO...

XO_Modane says:
Q: I demand you stop with whatever you are doing!!!

Host Q says:
Jude:  I'm not doing anything to your crew.. or that planet.

MO_Tran says:
::Thought she saw the CSO open her eyes:: Self: Uh, I've been working too hard....

OPS_Jude says:
Q: Then why are you here?

XO_Modane says:
Q: And leave the ship.

Host Q says:
Jude: I'm allowed to go wherever I want to.. I can be here :: Flashes near Tactical::... Or here ::Flashes near Helm::...

CSO_Jerah says:
::closes and opens eyes again.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
Q; Send me back to sickbay, You omnipotent imbecile...

Host Q says:
Modane: And I am not doing anything to that very, very interesting planet...

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Follows Q's movement as best as possible::

CSO_Jerah says:
::starts stirring and moving about::

MO_Tran says:
::Sees the CSO open her eyes again.:: Self: Oh my....  ::Walks over to the stasis chamber::

MO_Tran says:
CSO: Can you hear me?

Host Q says:
::Flips wrist and the Doctor is sent back to Sickbay::

FCO_Steve says:
::Looks up as Q appears next to his console::

CSO_Jerah says:
::looks up...realizing where she is... is somewhat disappointed::

SO_Shras says:
Self: What does he mean?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::yells:: Q: Next time you come aboard, you should be of some service!!!

OPS_Jude says:
::mumbles to himself::

SO_Shras says:
Self: and if I am dreaming, can I wake up now?

CSO_Jerah says:
::hears a voice and turns to look:: MO: Oh, hello...yes, I can hear you.

Dr_Jones says:
::starts mumbling incoherent things::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*XO*: Ignore the Q and proceed with the plans before it is too late, sir

MO_Tran says:
CSO: How do you feel?  ::Scans CSO with a tricorder::

Dr_Joran says:
::Gibbers to himself unintelligibly::

XO_Modane says:
*ALL*: All hands brace for impact

MO_Tran says:
*CMO*: Sir, where are you?  Lt. Jerah is awake.

OPS_Jude says:
::grabs console::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Set course and engage!

CSO_Jerah says:
MO: What happened?...why am I here?

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Braces for the impact::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Right behind you....

MO_Tran says:
CSO: Uh oh.  I suggest we hold on to something.

CSO_Jerah says:
MO: How do I feel?...Well, I was at this beautiful place...and now I am here.

Host Q says:
::Begins walking around the bridge::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir ::turns Geneva towards the pulse::

MO_Tran says:
::turns around:: CMO: Huh? How did you.....never mind, just grab hold of something!

CEO_Tucker says:
::Thinks.... not again, then braces for impact::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CSO: I find that offensive, You do not like my sickbay??!

FCO_Steve says:
All: Hang on here we go

XO_Modane says:
:: holds on ::

CSO_Jerah says:
MO: I feel fine I guess...but was not expecting to come back here.

CMO_Immolisius says:
;:grabs onto a bio Bed::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Checks shield strength::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Thinks,  What I do for the crew, but I never get respect....::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: ETA?

MO_Tran says:
CSO: Hold on!  ::Grabs hold of a console::

Host Q says:
Steve: This is fun.. Isn’t it?

XO_Modane says:
Q: Leave the bridge if you will not contribute anything positive!

Host Q says:
Steve: You might want to adjust your course a little... energy flows are very bad..

CSO_Jerah says:
MO: Huh? ...grabs onto whatever she can around her. ::

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Ignore that thing .... Resume course.

Host Q says:
::Glares at Modane, and he's suddenly in a frilly pink dress::  Modane: I contribute that dress.  It’s positively FABULOUS!

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye sir

OPS_Jude says:
::chuckles::

XO_Modane says:
Q: Very funny...now get off!

FCO_Steve says:
::maintains heading and prepares to enter the nearest pulse::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: You should have heard Q and his arrogance...If he were a mortal I would gut him...

Host Q says:
Steve:  You should listen to me...

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Tries not to laugh::

FCO_Steve says:
Q: Why

MO_Tran says:
CMO: Q?! I've heard about them...

Host Q says:
Steve:  Energy flows..

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Yes there, race is full of idiots...

Dr_Jones says:
::feels like he needs to sleep for a few years::

TO_Wolfgar says:
::Checks sensor readings on the energy pulse to see if it will back Q's statement.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: Suggest we open the stasis chambers, before something else happens like it always does..

FCO_Steve says:
XO: If we enter in the opposite direction we could artificially reproduce the effect we want

XO_Modane says:
FCO: Make it so

MO_Tran says:
::Still holding on tight::  CMO: But the others haven't woken yet...

CMO_Immolisius says:
MO: what?

Host Q says:
Steve:  Energy flow coefficients.. They change...

OPS_Jude says:
::wonders what the Q wants and what the fate of the Geneva will be::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Aye Sir ::adjust Geneva approach to enter on a reverse course to the original impact::

Host Bob_AGM says:
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